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Abstract
Peer-to-Peer multi-keyword searching requires distributed 
intersection/union operations across wide area networks, raising 
a large amount of traffic cost. Existing schemes commonly utilize 
Bloom Filters (BFs) encoding to effectively reduce the traffic cost 
during the intersection/union operations. In this paper, we address 
the problem of optimizing the settings of a BF. We show, through 
mathematical proof, that the optimal setting of BF in terms of traffic 
cost is determined by the statistical information of the involved 
inverted lists, not the minimized false positive rate as claimed by 
previous studies. Through numerical analysis, we demonstrate 
how to obtain optimal settings. To better evaluate the performance 
of this design, we conduct comprehensive simulations on TREC 
WT10G test collection and query logs of a major commercial web 
search engine. Results show that our design significantly reduces 
the search traffic and latency of the existing approaches.
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I. Introduction
In recent years, there is rapid development  of digital data made 
available for knowledge discovery and data mining have attracted 
a great deal of attention with an imminent need for turning such 
data into useful information and knowledge. Many applications, 
such as market analysis and business management, can benefit 
by the use of the information and knowledge extracted from a 
large amount of data. Knowledge discovery can be viewed as 
the process of nontrivial extraction of information from large 
databases, information that is implicitly presented in the data, 
previously unknown and potentially useful for users. Data mining 
is therefore an essential step in the process of knowledge discovery 
in databases. 
WITH the emergence of peer-to-peer (P2P) [1] file sharing 
applications, millions of users have used P2P systems to search 
desired data. A P2P network has also shown a great potential 
to come a popular network tool for sharing information on the 
web [2], where information resides on millions of sites in a 
distributed manner. P2Pbased systems have the ability to leave 
the hard, but distributed, data at their origins instead of collecting 
and maintaining them in a centralized repository. Existing P2P 
retrieval mechanisms provide a scalable distributed hash table 
(DHT) [3] that allows every individual keyword to be mapped 
to a set of documents/nodes across the networks that contain the 
keyword. Using this single keyword- based index, a list of entries 
for each keyword in a query can be retrieved by using existing 
DHT lookups. For multi keyword search, the simple solution 
which merges the results of each keyword search incurs a lot of 
traffic.

II. Current Research Work
Existing P2P retrieval mechanisms provide a scalable Distributed 
Hash Table (DHT) [3] that allows every individual keyword to 
be mapped to a set of documents/nodes across the network that 
contains the keyword. Using this single-keyword- based index, 
a list of entries for each keyword in a query can be retrieved by 
using existing DHT lookups. For multi keyword search, the simple 

solution which merges the results of each keyword search incurs 
a lot of traffic.

III. Implementation of Research Work
It is well known that Bloom Filter (BF) [4] is an effective way 
to reduce such communication cost [5-6]. A BF is a lossy but 
succinct and efficient data structure to represent a set S, which can 
efficiently process the membership query such as “is the element x 
in the set S.” By transmitting the encoded sets instead of raw sets 
among peers, the communication cost can be effectively saved. 
Applying BF is not difficult, but how to get optimal results in 
terms of minimum communication cost is not trivial.
In this work, we show mathematically that the optimal setting of 
BF in terms of communication cost is determined by the global 
statistical information of the involved items on both sides, not the 
minimized false positive rate as claimed by the previous studies 
[5]. We further demonstrate how to get optimal settings through 
numerical analysis. Moreover, we find that the intersection order 
between sets is indeed important for multi keyword search; thus, 
we design optimal order strategies based on BF for both queries 
with “AND” and “OR” operators.

A. Modules
Authorization1. 
Finding Network Computers2. 
DHT creation3. 
Single-Keyword Search4. 
Multi-Keyword Search5. 

1. Authorization
Admin have permissions to login and do actions in the searching 
process. Domains can two ways of searching those are normal 
search and advanced search. 

2. Finding Network Computers
The query is first routed to the DHT node which is responsible 
for keyword x. Then, X, the set of identifiers of documents that 
contain keyword x, is transmitted to the node which is responsible 
for keyword y for a consequent intersection operation to achieve X 
\ Y ,where Y is the set of document identifiers whose corresponding 
documents contain keyword y. The final results are returned to 
the client.

3. Single-Keyword Search
Using this single keyword-based index, a list of entries for each 
keyword in a query can be retrieved by using existing DHT 
lookups. For multi keyword search, the simple solution which 
merges the results of each keyword search incurs a lot of traffic. 

4. Multi-Keyword Search
Multi keyword search is performed by first locating the position of 
the DHT node which is responsible for a given keyword and then 
performing a local search in the posting list for other keywords. 
Finally, the list of documents that contain all the keywords is 
returned as the results. 
Little is known about the performance of the full text search using 
selected keyword publishing, because a few selected frequent terms 
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may not be representative for a document  and such replication 
strategy may incur unacceptable storage and communication cost. 
Another scheme performs a distributed intersection operation for 
multi keyword search.

5. Search Engine Features
The internal search engine can search for parts of page titles or 
page title prefixes, and in specific categories and namespaces. It 
can also limit a search to pages with specific words in the title 
or located in specific categories or namespaces. It can handle 
parameters an order of magnitude more sophisticated than most 
external search engines, including user-specified words with 
variable endings and similar spellings. When presenting results, 
the internal search understands and will link to relevant sections 
of a page (although to a limited degree some other search engines 
may do this as well).
The internal search is also able to search all pages for project 
purposes, whereas external search engines cannot be used on 
any talk page, a large part of projectspace, and any page tagged 
asnoindex.
The source text is searched for. This distinction is relevant 
for piped links, for interlanguage links (to find links to Chinese 
articles, search for zh, not for Zhongwen),special characters (if ê 
is coded as &ecirc; it is found searching for ecirc), etc. Entering 
an article title will jump to that article; to display a list of matches 
to the search term instead, prefixing the search term with “-” or 
“~” will force a full search.
Upper and lower case as well as some diacritical marks such 
as umlauts and accents are disregarded in search. For example, a 
search for citroen will find pages containing the word Citroën (c = 
C, e = ë). Some ligatures match the separate letters. For example, a 
search for aeroskobing will find pages containing Ærøskøbing (ae 
= Æ).
Many non-alphanumerical characters are ignored. It is not possible 
to search for the string |LT| (letters “LT” between two vertical 
bars) as used in some convert templates for long tons; all articles 
with “lt” will be returned. Some characters are treated differently; 
“Credit (finance)” will return articles with the words “credit” and 
“finance”, ignoring the parentheses, unless an article with exact 
title “Credit (finance)” exists.

6. Syntax
The following features can be used to refine searches. Many of 
these links are a {{search link}}. (Search link is not guaranteed 
to exactly emulate the search box.)

Phrases in double quotes – A • phrase can be found by enclosing 
it in double quotes, “like this”. Double quotes can define a 
single search term that contains spaces. For example,”holly 
dolly” where the space is a character, differs much from holly 
dolly where the space is interpreted as a logical AND.
Boolean search – All major search engines support the “-” • 
character for “logical not”, the AND, the OR, and the grouping 
parenthesis. Logical OR can be specified by spelling it out 
(in capital letters); the AND operator is assumed for all terms 
(separated by spaces), but spelling out AND is equivalent. 
Parentheses are a necessary feature because(blue OR red) 
AND green differs from blue OR (red AND green).
Exclusion – Terms can be excluded by prefixing a hyphen or • 
dash (-), which is “logical not”. For example while -refining 
-unwanted search results. For example payment card -”credit 
card” finds all articles with payment and card, but not “credit 
card”.

Wildcard search – A wildcard character *, standing for any • 
length of character-string can prefix or suffix a word or 
string: *like will return “childlike” and “dream-like”; this*, 
returns results like “thistle”. 
Search fuzzily – Spelling relaxation occurs by suffixing a • 
tilde (~) like this~, with results like “thus” and “thins”. For 
example, searching for james~ watt~ would return James 
Watt, James Wyatt, and James Watts. A mnemonic: <search>-
ish.
Search results! – Prefixing a tilde ~like this query always gives • 
search results, never jumping to a single title. It functions as 
the keyboard shortcut to clicking on the “containing” option. 
For example, ~similiar finds pages with the misspelling, 
instead of being redirected to Similarity. Making tilde the first 
character disables a redirect. There will be no disambiguation 
page, no article, no single page as a result. A mnemonic: 
“wave of <search results>”

7. Parameters
The three main search parameters are prefix, intitle, and incategory. 
These are named filters, followed by a colon, as in “filter:query 
string”. The query string may be a term, or a phrase, or part or 
all of a page name, as ascribed below. The filters accept Boolean 
operators between them. A single “namespace:” filter can go first, 
and a single “prefix” filter can go last, as explained below.
intitle: – “Intitle:query” prioritizes the search results by title, 
but it also shows the usual matches in title’s contents. Multiple 
“intitle” filters may be used with Boolean operators between, 
such as “intitle: speed OR intitle: velocity”, but “intitle: speed 
OR velocity” also works.

(i). Incategory
Given as “incategory:category”, where category is the pagename of 
a category page, it lists pages with [[Category: pagename]] in their 
wikitext. (Editors searching in namespaces other than mainspace 
will need to know the limitations these search results may contain.) 
Space characters in a pagename can be replaced with an underscore 
instead of using double quotes; either way works, and even both 
at once works. “Incategory:” will also return pages in the adjacent 
subcategory; see for example, “category: incategory: History”. 
Multiple “incategory” filters may be applied. A more graphical 
alternative to a single filter is at Special:CategoryTree. Because 
categories are important structures for searching for related articles, 
any use of this prefix is particularly effective for searching.

(ii). Namespace Name: or All
Given only at the beginning of the query, a namespace name 
followed by a colon limits search results to that namespace. It 
is a filter without a query string. “All:” searches all namespaces. 
Namespace aliases are accepted. A reader searching for articles 
from the search box need know nothing about namespaces, so the 
default user preferences are set to search only in article space; but 
an advancing editor can reset the default search-space preference 
to a particular namespace, or “all”. 

(iii). Refix
Given only at the last part of a search box query, “prefix:page 
name” refers to matching only the beginning characters of a page 
name. It treats each character entirely literally. The next character 
after the colon cannot be a space. Any space character in the query 
must be left bare, and that is why it is the last string in the query. 
The namespace portion of the page name must use the page name; 
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so it will not recognize an alias of a namespace, or a redirect (or 
shortcut). Prefix is a powerful filter alone, or used with other filters. 
The singular alternative is at Special:PrefixIndex.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we show mathematically that the optimal setting 
of BF in terms of traffic cost is determined by the numbers of 
items involved on both sides. We derive an effective approach to 
achieve BF optimal settings through numerical analysis. We also 
proposed the optimal order strategies for both “AND” and “OR” 
queries. We conduct comprehensive simulations based on TREC 
WT10G test collection and the query logs of a commercial web 
search engine. Simulation results show that our design outperforms 
existing work. In the future work, we will try to examine the 
performance of more comprehensive 

Fig. 1: Sample Code 1
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